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REASON FOR THIS WORKSHOP
▸ Working with your favorite software/apps/tools/

languages/packages/etc. is different in a cluster/HPC/
shared environment than on a desktop! 

▸ We want to give you a few different options for smoothing 
out your workflow and getting access to the tools you 
want!
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AGENDA
▸ A few popular open source languages 

▸ Python on LC 

▸ Python virtual environments 

▸ How to install python packages: pytorch, tensorflow 

▸ Julia on LC 

▸ R on LC 

▸ JupyterHub (out of the box & with custom kernels) 

▸ How to use containers 

▸ How to use spack, a package manager 

▸ How to know what you can install
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HAVE YOU USED PYTHON BEFORE?
A. Yes, a lot 

B. Yes, a little 

C. Not yet
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USING PYTHON ON LC
Use module system to use the python version of your choice!
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PYTHON VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS
`virtualenv` binary associated with the python module you’ve 
loaded is in your path now. 

You can create your own virtual environment via `virtualenv —
system-site-package <venv_dir_path>`

https://hpc.llnl.gov/software/development-environment-software/python
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Your newly created virtual environment has its own python 
binaries, pip (package manager), etc. 

This is an environment you can edit! 

To start working with your virtual environment, you need to 
activate it via `source <venv_dir_path>/bin/activate`

PYTHON VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS  9
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INSTALLING PYTHON PACKAGES — TENSORFLOW (X86)
Having created and activated your python virtual 
environment, you can now use your default `pip` to install 
tensorflow:
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INSTALLING PYTHON PACKAGES — TENSORFLOW (X86)
Having created and activated your python virtual 
environment, you can now use your default `pip` to install 
tensorflow: 

When I did this, I got a complaint about a dependency — 
nbformat: 

Installing the correct version of nbformat fixed this:
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INSTALLING PYTHON PACKAGES — TENSORFLOW (X86)

More docs on installation and testing @ 

https://lc.llnl.gov/confluence/display/LC/TensorFlow+in+LC

After installation, check you can import and use tensorflow:
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INSTALLING PYTHON PACKAGES — PYTORCH (X86)
Similarly, using your virtual environment’s pip, install pytorch:
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INSTALLING PYTHON PACKAGES — PYTORCH (X86)
Similarly, using your virtual environment’s pip, install pytorch: 

And check that installation is successful:

https://lc.llnl.gov/confluence/display/LC/PyTorch+in+LC
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INSTALLING PYTHON PACKAGES — SIERRA/LASSEN/RZANSEL

https://lc.llnl.gov/confluence/display/LC/Deep+Learning+in+LC 

https://lc.llnl.gov/confluence/display/LC/2021/03/08/Open-
CE+for+Lassen
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HAVE YOU USED JULIA BEFORE?
A. Yes, a lot 

B. Yes, a little 

C. Not yet
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USING JULIA ON LC

To add this directory to your PATH: 

export PATH=$PATH:/usr/gapps/julia/bin          #bash 

setenv PATH $PATH:/usr/gapps/julia/bin            #csh
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USING JULIA ON LC  20
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HAVE YOU USED R BEFORE?
A. Yes, a lot 

B. Yes, a little 

C. Not yet
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USING R ON LC

R v3.6 lives on LC machines at `/usr/bin/R`:
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USING R ON LC
To customize your environment/add packages, 
`install.packages(‘<package name>’)`.

You’ll be prompted to create a personal library 
where you can install packages — similar to how 
we created a virtual environment to install 
python packages.
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HAVE YOU USED JUPYTER NOTEBOOKS BEFORE?
A. Yes, a lot 

B. Yes, a little 

C. Not yet
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USING JUPYTERHUB
On the CZ, log in to JupyterHub at https://lc.llnl.gov/jupyter 

After authenticating with your pin and RSA token, you’ll be taken to a 
screen where you can select a server.
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USING JUPYTERHUB
Selecting a machine and hitting “Start server” should take you to a 
view of your home directory with a heading like
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USING JUPYTERHUB
Selecting a machine and hitting “Start server” should take you to a 
view of your home directory. 

You can now create a “New” notebook, as below, and select a kernel. 
“Python 3” should be available by default! 
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USING JUPYTERHUB

See  

https://hpc.llnl.gov/services/jupyter 

for more info on JupyterHub!
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS
We’ll talk about creating custom kernels for: 

Python 

Julia 

R 

For each of these, you’ll need to: 

Install a package (ipykernel, IJulia, or IRkernel) 

Check for & possibly create `~/.local/share/jupyter/
kernels/<Directory for custom kernel name>/
kernel.json`
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: PYTHON
Install ipykernel into your python virtual environment:
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: PYTHON

Check that a JSON file with expected format exists for your new kernel:

Install your custom kernel to .local in your home directory
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: PYTHON
Now, go to JupyterHub and check  

(1) you can access the new kernel 

(2) the kernel has any packages you installed to that virtual environment
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: PYTHON
Now, go to JupyterHub and check  

(1) you can access the new kernel 

(2) the kernel has any packages you installed to that virtual environment
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: PYTHON

See the sections on custom kernels and home directory 
installation at 

https://hpc.llnl.gov/services/jupyter 

for more info!
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: JULIA
First, install IJulia:
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: JULIA
Go to `$HOME/.local/share/jupyter/kernels` 
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: JULIA
Once you’ve checked `kernel.json` exists for the desired 

version of Julia, the Julia kernel will be visible on 
JupyterHub:
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: JULIA
Selecting your new custom kernel, you can open a 

Julia notebook:
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS
We’ll talk about creating custom kernels for: 
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: R

First, fire up the default R on LC:
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: R
Install IRKernel via `install.packages(‘IRkernel’)`:

You’ll be prompted to create a personal library 
where you can install packages — similar to how 
we created a virtual environment to install 
python packages.
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: R
You’ll next be prompted to select a “CRAN mirror”, a web server from 
which to download IRkernel. (I chose #75.)
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: R
Create a new directory called `.local/share/jupyter/kernels/R` 
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: R
Create a new directory called `.local/share/jupyter/kernels/R` 

where you will create a file, `kernel.json`
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: R
Create a new directory called `.local/share/jupyter/kernels/R` 

where you will create a file, `kernel.json` 

and populate it with the following information:
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: R

Now, go to JupyterHub and check that you can use R!
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CUSTOM JUPYTERHUB KERNELS: R

Now, go to JupyterHub and check that you can use R!

https://hpc.llnl.gov/services/Jupyter/R
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HAVE YOU WORKED WITH CONTAINERS (LIKE DOCKER) BEFORE?
A. Yes, a lot 

B. Yes, a little 

C. Not yet
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You can use containers to work with an application that isn’t 
installed/supported on LC machines, without needing to install the 
app yourself. 

LC uses Singularity rather than Docker to run containers, but your 
Docker containers will work with Singularity! 

For example, say you want the latest python available here: 

USING CONTAINERS  55



USING CONTAINERS

`singularity pull <name_for_container_img> docker://<name_from_dockerhub>`

Creates a file, `<name_for_container_img> `
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USING CONTAINERS
You can “shell into” a container, allowing you to work with whatever binaries/apps 
live inside:
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USING CONTAINERS
When you’re “in” the container, you can use the container apps but access your 
local filesystem*

*Your home directory is viewable by default, but you have to explicitly “mount” 
other LC file systems. See the docs!
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USING CONTAINERS
Without “entering” the container, you can execute commands as if you were 
inside the container with 

`singularity exec <container> <command to run inside container>`
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USING CONTAINERS
Similarly, you could work with R v4.1.0 using a container:
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USING CONTAINERS
Similarly, you could work with R v4.1.0 using a container:
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See 

https://lc.llnl.gov/cloud/services/Singularity/  

for our docs with more examples.  

USING CONTAINERS  62
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USING SPACK

Can find docs and tutorials at 

https://spack.readthedocs.io/en/latest/getting_started.html 

As well as a list of all available packages at 

https://spack.readthedocs.io/en/latest/package_list.html#r-irkernel
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USING SPACK
First, install Spack with `git clone…` 
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USING SPACK
First, install Spack with `git clone…` 

Source your Spack environment to configure paths.
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USING SPACK
And then you’re ready to install packages! 

`spack install <packagename>` 

Often this will be enough to get a clean installation.
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USING SPACK
Here, Spack complained about my compiler (gcc) version:
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USING SPACK
To fix this, I used the module system to find and load a newer version 
of gcc:
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USING SPACK
I then registered the new compiler (version 10.2.1 of gcc) and used 
the syntax 

`spack install <package> %<compiler_name>@<compiler_version>` 
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USING SPACK
After this, R version 4.1.0 installed successfully. 

With `spack find` I can see both what’s installed and where. 
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USING SPACK
`spack load <package>` allows me to find my new package:
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See SMDB for prior approvals (https://smdb.llnl.gov/) and 
reach out to the hotline if you’re unsure (lc-hotline@llnl.gov) 

WHAT YOU CAN INSTALL  74
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Additionally, any python packages in wheelhouse are approved: 

 https://www-lc.llnl.gov/python/wheelhouse/ 

Over 1100 packages, including multiple versions. 

WHAT YOU CAN INSTALL  75
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DISCLAIMER
This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United 
States government. Neither the United States government nor Lawrence Livermore National 
Security, LLC, nor any of their employees makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or 
service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or 
imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States government or 
Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein 
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States government or Lawrence Livermore 
National Security, LLC, and shall not be used for advertising or product endorsement purposes.
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